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The subject of this article is the role of a certain form of 
amateur art by the local sculptor Stanisław Burkat during 
transformations in the regional identity of the residents of 
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V razpravi avtor obravnava vlogo amaterske umetnosti 
lokalnega kiparja Stanisława Burkatav med transformacijo 
regionalne identitete prebivalcev poljske pokrajine Spisz 
(slovaško: spiš).
ključne besede: legenda, Janošik, amaterska umetnost, kipar

the subject of this article is the role of a certain form of amateur art by the local sculptor 
stanisław burkat during transformations in the regional identity of the residents of poland’s 
spisz region (slovak: Spiš). the majority of this geographical and, at the same time, cultural 
region is located in slovakia, and only a small part is in poland. the author discusses the 
polish part of this region, which, as a result of nearly a century of its inclusion in poland, 
has acquired a slightly different political, economic, and social character (formerly, the 
entire region belonged to the kingdom of hungary). nonetheless, both the residents of 
this transborder region and those studying it can easily list certain shared elements with 
slovak spiš in terms of its language, customs, folklore, and material culture. this is also 
true regarding the regional mythology, which includes the legend of juraj jánošík, a local 
cultural hero whose origin has over time become an object of dispute between the poles 
and slovaks.

the mythological dimension of this character is mainly limited to his ascribed role 
as a bandit that robbed the rich and helped the poor, much like (among others) robin 
hood; hence, his status is that of a cultural hero. historically speaking, jánošík was a real 
person. he was a slovak that lived in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and was 
sentenced to death for his criminal activities. no historical evidence exists that jánošík ever 
lived within the area of contemporary poland. however, the borderland character of spisz 
has also made him, by force of totum pro parte, the hero of much recent mythology on the 
polish side of the border. For instance, the tour guides at niedzica Castle, the unofficial 
capital of polish spisz, relate a legend that jánošík was once imprisoned there (showing the 
tourists a rock he was chained to). according to another legend told by michał balara, a 
popularizer of folk culture, jánošík, when travelling as he was wont to do from poland to 

1 this project was financed by the national science Center under decision no. deC-2013/09/b/hs3/03590.
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spisz, once jumped across the dunajec river like a feather. ever since that time, the nar-
rowest point of the dunajec has been called janosików skok ‘jánošík’s jump’ (2013: 33).

this and other content that concerns the border region’s national hero and situates his 
activities according to the requirements of the regional—and sometimes national—poetic 
license suffices to explain a certain type of garden decoration, which is displayed next to 
some houses and is often noticed by visitors to polish spisz, especially to niedzica. among 
the green bushes and colorful flowers, sometimes in a gazebo designed specifically for this 
purpose, or sometimes alongside universal, “interregional” decorations (e.g., gnomes, deer, 
and mushrooms), there rests the small figure of a peculiar and yet strangely familiar man 
(Figure 1). a walk through the village would certainly lead one to the conclusion that every 
figurine was made by the same artist, as is evidenced by the similarities in terms of their 
material, technique, style, choice of colors, and (most importantly) theme. 

the taxonomy of sculptural art is a tool that may fail to indicate the genre of art dealt 
with here, even for art historians and ethnographers that are used to atypical forms of crea-
tive expression. this is a character whose special form resembles a human sculpture, but 
cannot be attributed as such in its entirety because the sculptural element is present almost 
solely in the figurine’s schematically outlined face. the face is occupied by a prominent 
nose and large almond-shaped eyes with iris-less pupils that visually accentuate the whites 
of the eyes, which are surrounded by ray-like eyelashes. it also has bright red lips and 
sometimes brown facial hair. this representation of a face is both terrifying and grotesque, 
or is at least very expressive. a certain layer of aesthetic values dictates that the sculpture 
be placed within the genre of art brut, although other elements shift it more toward the 
area of naive and non-professional art, and it is in no manner detached from the content 
of the local culture (see below). apart from the face, the remainder of the figure is in the 
form of a wooden carving; specifically, a root carving (a better-grounded term in polish 
artistic jargon, to which woodcarving is semantically close). all of the body parts except 
for the face are almost exclusively created by matching appropriate and unaltered wooden 
elements; that is, debarked branches, the shape of which can imitate a bent leg or an arm 
holding a pipe. this three-dimensional representation is complemented by frugal color-
ing that references local cultural meanings and, as shall be seen, nonetheless performs a 
significant structural and ideological role.

these methods and techniques and their final effect situate this case of sculptural 
art within the framework of classically defined folk art. Formally speaking, folk art is 
characterized by a frugality of themes and composition, schematic forms, categorization of 
characters, deformations, strong expressions, and a consistency between the form and both 
the material and the technique (grabowski 1977: 5–6). the final result is a male figure that 
measures from several dozen centimeters to natural human height that, again, is familiar to 
the viewer. he is part highlander, as indicated by his podhale regional hat with a feather, 
the pipe he is smoking, his trousers with parzenicas (heart-shaped decorations), and the 
wide belt that surrounds his waist, and is part bandit, as indicated by his tall bandit hat 
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Figure 1: janosik made by stanisław burkat, 2014. photo: j. barański.
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and the pistol behind his belt or the ciupaga (shepherd’s axe) in his hand. many of these 
attributes have been popularized by Władysław skoczylas’s art, but, in this case, one can 
usually encounter different proportions of these attributes. moreover, these features cannot 
be associated solely with the podhale highlander culture because spisz, which—despite 
its strong influences from skalne podhale (the part of podhale west of spisz)—remains 
culturally distinct. this also concerns the matter of the local regional dress; specifically, 
its many varieties stemming from the different villages in spisz. as a result, the character 
may not wear white trousers, but may instead be clad in a blue or green vest to resemble the 
“traditional” pieniny dress or the local dress in this part of spisz, respectively. this is also 
true of the most typical piece of clothing, the hat; thus, in addition to the most popular 
podhale version of the hat, one can see a stylized spisz version sometimes carved on the 
head of the garden sculpture.

this case can be said to stylistically constitute a peculiar artistic expression that rec-
ognizes the heritage of three neighboring regions: podhale, spisz, and pieniny. it is all the 
more valuable because sculptures of this type are absent in the spisz canon of traditional 
folk art. the artist most likely wishes to acknowledge the values of all three regions, which 
is why his artistic expressions have a unique, supra-regional cosmopolitanism. as a result, 
he inadvertently carries out ernst gombrich’s rule of an “adapted stereotype” (1981: 74ff.), 
according to which the artistic representations of reality that are typical for a given period, 
environment, and so on are expressed through a stereotypical image of this reality. the 
final effect, due to the intermixing of elements from different regions, tends toward a 
supra-regional syncretism.

this choice of expression may seem slightly strange in view of the fact that the “tradi-
tions” of the three regions have recently been the subject of thorough, meticulous actions 
aimed at preserving and separating them in their purest historical forms, lest they disap-
pear. however, it appears that the artist does not consider this preservation of aesthetic 
purity especially important, nor does he identify with the aforementioned trend for actions 
undertaken to separate “the chaff from the cultural wheat.” surprisingly, the artist has 
found an understanding among the recipients of his art, who also seem oblivious to any 
problem with this local, supra-regional artistic practice that, to a certain extent, conforms 
to the belief that “anything goes.”

indeed, the wood sculptor perhaps has a reason to undervalue the cultural canons, 
which are frequently determined by the local proponents of culture, including educated 
ethnographers. stanisław burkat is a resident of niedzica, despite being born and raised 
outside the region, and has been creating these sculptures for nearly twenty-five years. his 
works also include, in his own words, “garden shrines,” “eagles standing on their legs,” and 
“hunters,” all of which he sells mostly in the niedzica region, but also outside of it, and 
even abroad. burkat (a “yard artist,” to use the term coined by kathleen Condon in 1989) 
is a keen observer of the local culture, but this does not imply an uncritical adherence to 
its restrictive rules.
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Furthermore, burkat’s creative inspiration is fed not merely by observing the surround-
ing world, but also by sources of data that already show signs of significantly processing 
the information they provide. in this case, the sources of inspiration include television: 
first and foremost, the 1973 series Janosik, directed by jerzy passendorfer. the artist’s wife 
describes her husband’s inspiration from the series: “he was watching this series, and he 
said to himself, ‘i think i’m going to make a jánošík like that one,’ and that’s how it went. 
he watched the series a bit, and it went from there.” other residents of the region also 
confirm the great importance of the series, part of which takes place in spisz, within the 
local community: “i remember that, if we were working in the field when the series was 
on, we’d do everything we could to finish in time for Janosik,” a resident of niedzica remi-
nisced. indeed, this very specific source of inspiration may have had even further-reaching 
consequences: a character resembling the muscular protagonist of the series can be seen 
today in advertisements for the harnaś brand of beer; not to mention the hajduk restaurant 
in niedzica, which has a beer cooler decorated with a picture of this character (which in 
fact stands next to a sculpture by burkat; Figure 2). this local restaurant, frequented by 
clients from various parts of the country and tourists visiting the attractive spisz region, is 
also a meeting place for images that have been created by people from seemingly different 
domains of public life: an amateur artist and a beer manufacturer. 

this is only a rough description of a particular element of the local aesthetic landscape, 
which includes not only the indicated elements of art brut, but also those of yard and envi-
ronmental art because the jánošík sculptures are mainly made from nearly unprocessed 

Figure 2: janosik made by stanisław burkat in “hajduk” restaurant, 2014. photo: j. barański.
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material that has already been adapted by nature to perform specific visual functions. 
the jánošík sculptures often share yard space with the aforementioned gnomes and deer 
(dioramas of stags in rut), and with universal rustic styles of decoration represented by 
historical horse carts decorated with red geraniums, or sometimes the cartwheels alone 
mounted on the walls of former barns, which now serve as garages, in front of which one 
may notice old wooden troughs that today serve as flower pots. a walk through niedzica 
often requires some focus to notice the characteristic figure amid the surrounding vegetation. 
as exemplified by the local restaurant, one may also find the figure indoors (in this case, 
inside a public place). i also know of a private household where a jánošík statue, this time 
sculpted in the pieniny style, sits inside on a wooden staircase leading from a sumptuous 
living room to the second floor of the household.

undoubtedly, this hero, who is a local element of the outdoor aesthetic, also belongs 
to the increasingly popular practice of arranging the outdoor environment in a suburban 
style. this style features mowed lawns, decorative shrubbery, water features, and fountains 
at the cost of traditional vegetable or flower patches. the whole constitutes a “pretty” or 
“natural” environment, as the locals often put it, that carries out the newest decorative 
tendency, which was described by a resident of niedzica in terms that were somewhat 
against-the-tide: “We mostly go for novelty.” the resident further expressed her longing for 
the old days, which were dominated by flowers that made everything “look beautiful.” her 
own garden comprised a lawn, several coniferous shrubs, and a dog and a deer made from 
plastic. these elements harmonized with her fatalistic and bitter comment about the local 
state of affairs: “the way it’s turned out, it’s not nice. maybe they should cut the flowers, 
plant trees, make a forest out of the village, and then maybe add some decorations so that 
at least something shines through in all this.”

let me ignore the ambivalence of the aesthetic experiences that can be seen here on the 
axes of continuation/permanence, old/new, rural/urban, and so on, and that concern every 
spot on earth that undergoes the processes of both continuation and changes of values, ideas 
and ideals, and earthly and transcendental aims. this ambivalence is expressed through mate-
rial possessions, which here take the form of popular emblems: lawns, mass-produced garden 
decorations, prefabricated gazebos, and ready-made flowers in plastic hanging pots. today, 
this household dimension seems to constitute the main place for aesthetic expressions, or the 
“aesthetic locus,” to invoke a term used by jacques maquet (1986: 69). this is true both inside 
the region analyzed and outside it. however, in fact, the aesthetic locus changes throughout 
the ages and among different peoples. in medieval europe, the locus was the Christian reli-
gious ritual and its material attributes: architecture, ritual dresses, sculptures, and paintings. 
beginning with the eighteenth century, the aesthetic locus among the european elite was 
represented by separate branches of art: painting, graphics, sculpture, and architecture. it 
should be added that, not so long ago, the aesthetic locus in polish villages was a sumptuous 
white chamber, in which religious paintings were presented alongside decorative bed sheets, 
pillows, and rugs, and expressed the owner’s familiarity with the beauty of folk art.
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the contemporary popular aesthetic locus (i.e., an appropriately arranged garden) can 
also be seen outside spisz, whereas the jánošík statue, as a decoration, is a local specialty 
and constitutes an independent challenge to academic inquisitiveness. the aforementioned 
difficulty with the artistic value of this product in no way precludes the importance of 
searching for its function. in fact, this methodological directive has constituted the rudi-
ments of anthropological heuristics at least since the time of bronisław malinowski, who, 
even though he was critical of the evolutionary concepts of holdovers (which he understood 
as dysfunctional cultural elements), rightfully argued that if something exists then it must 
perform some function. this must also be true in the case of the jánošík statues, living 
out their lives in yards (and in other places). the question of whether they can be regarded 
as art is a separate issue. however, this issue is secondary from the perspective assumed in 
this article, and i have little difficulty in sharing evelyn hatcher’s (1986: 8) opinion that 
art is an idea, not a phenomenon, and thus has no objective reference. in turn, barbara 
kirshenblatt-gimblett approaches this (essentially terminological) issue in a more detailed 
manner, stating that anything that gives form to a value can be considered art, including 
the art of everyday life. at the same time, this form does not necessarily need to meet any 
criteria of beauty, or involve restoring art to life; nor can one find the art of everyday life 
in art galleries because everyday life is represented by such things as household interiors, 
meals, conversations, etiquette, clothing, yards, and parades. as an example of the last of 
these practices, kirshenblatt-gimblett goes so far as to describe the Corpus Christi proces-
sion as “performance art par excellance” (gabik 1995: 417).

thus, following the example of american folklore studies, one can go beyond the 
piece of art itself and understand it a separate material object; after all, the example of 
the Corpus Christi procession—or any other kind of performance—constitutes a practice 
that is not limited to artistic values, but can also be expressed in terms of social, religious, 
national, ecological, and other values. in a sense, the case of yard art—being a combina-
tion of art brut and environmental art, to name only its most prominent distinguishing 
features—must represent certain values because its recipients find it appropriate to use 
the jánošík statues in their declared decorative function. however, is this their only func-
tion? in other words, is one dealing here merely with an object that ascribes a decorative 
value to its nearest surroundings? it appears that the supposed artistic aspect is only the 
proverbial tip of the iceberg and that the meaning of the jánošík statues should actually 
be sought outside the realm that describes their artistic value. as mariët Westermann 
(2005: xiii) notes, the non-artistic surplus in art—which is difficult to discuss and yet 
impossible not to discuss—is, indeed, the central aspect of art. hatcher (1986: 201) 
terms this its “spiritual essence.” Furthermore, alongside the artistic value, a much wider 
field of aesthetic value can exist, which needs to be understood in the spirit of pluralism. 
pierre bourdieu encouraged aestheticians to follow this spirit of pluralism, stating that 
“working-class people expect every image to explicitly perform a function, if only that 
of a sign, and their judgments make reference, often explicitly, to the norms of morality 
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or agreeableness. Whether rejecting or praising, their appreciation always has an ethical 
basis” (1996: 5). therefore, what does a jánošík statue signify?

in the opinion of barbara kirshenblatt-gimblett, it is significant and necessary for 
researchers to be situated between different disciplines of knowledge because this allows 
them to go—in a manner of speaking—beyond a limited viewpoint and instead to observe 
the studied phenomenon in toto, perhaps as a specific form of art, a manifestation of aes-
thetic sensitivity, a mythological image, or, finally, a social phenomenon. in fact, all of 
these constituents can be addressed through a certain synthesizing formula; that is, the 
aesthetics of everyday life. kirshenblatt-gimblett is not alone in her understanding of art as 
a sensual expression of social values. in addition to bourdieu’s opinion quoted above, other 
supporters of such an approach include the aforementioned jacques maquet. maquet stated 
that we primarily live in the world of everyday life, and therefore art should be treated first 
and foremost as a part of everyday life, rather than only as a specialized world inhabited by 
artists, critics, and aestheticians (1986: 8). in turn, stanisław ossowski wrote the following 
about the heterotelic understanding of art:

a great part of the universal history of art would belong to the history of other 
spheres of culture if we were look at it with the eyes of our contemporary milieu. 
the artistic african, Ceylonese or polynesian masks arose as the product of 
magical activity which could form a part of the magician’s professional practices, 
just as did the collecting of plants with poisonous or medical properties . . . . 
the sculptures of romanesque cathedrals, the sculptures of indian and Chinese 
temples were made by people who were considered just as much craftsmen as 
were shoemakers or saddlers . . . . masterpieces of art arose before the emancipa-
tion of art as a distinct domain of culture took place. (ossowski 1978: 314–315)

if one were to treat this statement as a potential guidepost and summarize it through 
the question “What does a jánošík statue signify?” then the part of the search involving 
masks—a recurring schematism or even primitivism of the characters, especially of their 
faces—could become an interpretative pathway towards understanding the art of every-
day life. Will one find “magic” here, or a different practice with features of hermeticity, 
extraordinariness, and mystery? the above definitions should not be treated literally or with 
the burden of the historical meanings ascribed to them, which prevent the intercontextual 
application of these definitions. For now, let the notions of “the mask” and “magic” serve 
as keywords that underline the non-artistic and non-aesthetic functions of the form of 
creativity discussed because this creativity is more than simply a certain form with a certain 
content, and possesses more than simply the sum of its sensual, descriptive, and imagina-
tive qualities. however, on the other hand, its meaning also lies in its form and its content, 
rather than solely in an imagined entity or a general idea (maquet 1986: 92). in all of this, 
the mask and magic also constitute categories for referencing the mass reality of humans: 
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shared values, beliefs, imaginings, hopes, and anxieties. therefore, the provocative ques-
tion arises: “What is the jánošík statue the mask of, and what magic accompanies it?” let 
the working hypothesis be expressed by the conclusion of ksawery piwocki’s classic article 
on amateur art: “spontaneous art is, first and foremost, . . . an artistic documentation of 
a region, its landscape and inhabitants, and the inhabitants’ work” (translation from the 
polish edition; piwocki 1971: 157).

before going further, in order to satisfy the basic principles of methodology, one should 
first draw from the empirical evidence; that is, the explanations given by the owners of the 
jánošík statues themselves. among these, there are statements typical to such cases, in which 
one may suspect the presence of post hoc rationalization: “i thought it was pretty”; “i wanted 
to decorate my yard”; “it’s something different, different from another plastic thing of this 
kind, something original.” these reserved responses should come as no surprise because the 
possible symbolism of the object is both general and implicit in its character and is rarely 
expounded in everyday life, and even then such a meaning is exposed through the use of 
self-verifying terms such as the ones mentioned above. on the other hand, in some cases 
i received more elaborate answers than the previous, laconic ones: “i like it because it has 
a bit of a local flavor”; “it represents a bit of this region”; and “people can even learn some 
elements of our culture from these figures, like the regional dress.”

even though burkat has clearly crafted the jánošík statue in the pieniny style, and 
even though the figure could be used as a model for at least the regional emploi, its owner 
still described it as a “little highlander” rather than as a “pieniny highlander” (Figure 3). 

Figure 3: janosik made by stanisław burkat in home interior, 2014. photo: j. barański.
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it is also worth noting that the jánošík statue is displayed in niedzica (i.e., spisz), and not 
in pieniny. this means that the owners’ descriptions such as “from this area” or “of our 
region” are inaccurate; however, this not due to ignorance. all of the locals are perfectly 
aware of the nuances of interregional differences in terms of, in this case, the dress. the 
prevailing ambivalence does not prevent a final conclusion from being formulated, whereby 
burkat’s art is a “continuation of our spisz culture.” 

the disregard for interregional differences seems to be supported in this case by the 
terminology. the use of the term góralek ‘little highlander’ is not coincidental: the object in 
question is not quite a highlander; it is a cultural hybrid. although its name comes from góral 
‘highlander’, the jánošík statue is a somewhat fabricated highlander because the attributes 
that are emphasized in the sculptures are treated overly selectively and schematically. the 
figure represents a peculiar, generalized, and fictional highlander, whose characteristics 
are underlined by the other descriptions: “it has a bit of a local flavor”; “it represents a bit 
of this regionalism”; and “some elements.” this constitutes an example of genre confusion, 
which nevertheless ultimately leads to the highlander becoming established as an emblem 
in its own right. anthony Cohen would likely observe that the jánošík statue “represents 
the mask presented by the community to the outside world; it is the community’s public 
face” (1985: 74). this pertains to the outward mission (directed outside of the community) 
of such a mask. the matter becomes more complicated in relation to the inward direction; 
that is, the communication taking place within the community through this emblem. 
as can be seen from the statements quoted, this meaning is slightly different, and “the 
conceptualization and symbolization of boundary from within is much more complex” 
(Cohen 1985: 74). however, in no way does this involve any lasting, unchanging symbolic 
content that would be represented by the original story of jánošík, again, as Cohen said: 
“the form can persist while the content undergoes significant transformation” (1985: 91).

these interpretative clues substantiate the other elements of the owner’s aesthetic 
landscape: a wooden house built in the “highlander style”; the aforementioned locally 
popular rustic scenography of a household environment (an old plow and a cart overgrown 
with flowers); lacquered branching tree trunks dug into the ground; and, finally, two plas-
tic life-sized rams and mushrooms growing from (natural!) grass (Figure 4). the whole 
provides an idyllic and utopian image of the somewhat contradictory will to ultimately 
establish both a local and an extra-local quality, of culture and nature, and of the old with 
the contemporary. When asked about what had motivated her to display the two rams in 
her yard, their owner responded, “i wanted them to remind me of when i used to work 
on a farm and the rams that my dad used to have, so now i’ve got rams myself.” When 
asked the same question about the cart, she said, “it reminds me of when i used to ride 
in a similar cart to get hay when i was a little girl.” these are a form of autoethnographic 
explanations of the entirety of the aesthetic locus analyzed, where all of the elements have 
been recoded and transferred onto a particular cultural metalevel. the “little highlander,” 
the plastic rams, and the old cart are also the voices of contemporaneity. they share their 
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functions with a plasma television set integrated into the household interior, which is also 
full of wooden carvings, and with the modern car parked in front of the house. 

such an affirmative approach towards burkat’s sculptures is rare. opinions can also 
be heard that are strongly critical of the jánošík statues, mostly among the “regionalists,” 
as the local proponents of culture—the teachers and the full-time employees of the local 
department of culture—call themselves. they describe the figures as “not ours” and make 
statements such as: “i don’t like it, personally, it’s such kitsch”; “people buy them because 
they like them, without analyzing them, with no regard for any such associations”; and “For 
me, [burkat’s] jánošík is too thin . . . . he makes all these jánošík statues look the same . . . 
. i feel as if [the sculpture] does not belong to this region.” here one can witness a telling 
manifestation of regional pedagogy that ignores the obvious fact that the local population 
itself has made the jánošík statue a cultural emblem. in turn, the prevalent “cult of jánošík” 
produces trivializing opinions of the image: “i think that the population generally likes 
brave, manly, and attractive people, and all of these are features jánošík definitely had.”

having quoted the opinions of “the regionalists” on the local social scene, i also 
provide their views on other elements of the aesthetics of everyday life. the guardians of 
local culture also disapprove of the plastic, mass-produced garden decorations: “all of these 
plastic things—definitely no. i personally find it funny and awkward when i see a zoo in 
someone’s yard.” on the other hand, they admire the aforementioned rustic style; that is, 

Figure 4: rustical aesthetics, 2014. photo: j. barański.
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the various types of cultural waste from previous periods that embody “tradition”: “an 
old barrel of sorts,” “sage, and flowers planted all over a cart. that’s my style.” objects of 
this kind are regarded in this environment as representatives of the local heritage that are 
worthy of presenting and displaying. one may call these objects particular cultural distil-
lates, which either have an aesthetic value or have become imbued with such a value; for 
instance, by being placed among a flower display or through rudimentary conservation 
work; that is, being cleaned and painted with transparent lacquer. this form of spectacu-
larity can also be observed in the plays of ritual theatre (e.g., at regional festivals such as 
spiskie zwyki or spiska Watra), which i address more fully later. ritual theater is the site of 
cultural distillation, involving a process that has been completed perfectly, with (it should 
be added once again) an emphasis on the aesthetics of presentation.

this outline, both aesthetic and selective, of the residents’ attitude toward their local 
cultural heritage is accentuated by a comment from a regional activist: “the world of 
today is different. We can’t go back, so we just want to take from our ancestors, from our 
greatgrandfathers, what has been developed; we want to take the things that are beautiful 
and that we like and, in truth, respect.” it is in this dimension, often exhibited through 
festivals, that the regional dance groups in spisz representing different ages are proud to 
demonstrate the effects of their choreographic, musical, and dramatic work, carried out 
under the careful supervision of the “regionalists.” it is also the “regionalists” that com-
plain about the “erasing” of local “tradition” while at the same time underlining the need 
to “implant” this culture. “through spiskie zwyki we can teach a whole generation,” as 
an exponent of “regionalism” observed. another supporter admitted that she personally 
experiences a deep connection with her local heritage: “When i put on regional dress, i 
feel more attached to this region. i begin to feel proud of belonging to this community.”

however, a representative of the local elites, albeit not a member of the “regionalist” 
movement, stated that, even though these cultural enterprises are greatly popular, “the 
larger population is a fairly silent participant in these events, which mostly pass unnoticed, 
i think; the majority of the population is not interested.” he added: “people’s opinions on 
the subject are so undeveloped that they are indifferent about it—they are neither happy 
nor critical of it”; and “society is indifferent to the ideas and the historical aspect . . . , 
though they like the entertainment. Further, this is the main aim of these events: to have 
good fun.” these remarks were confirmed by the opinions of some “ordinary” residents 
about these initiatives, who said things such as “i have nothing to do with it.” a regional 
activist also said that he had received bitter comments from part of the older generation 
about his passion for collecting historical artifacts, expressed through the statement: “What 
do you need this garbage for?”

these responses confirm józef burszt’s opinion provided many years ago about tradi-
tion being restored “mainly for the purposes of cultural consumption” (1974: 335–336). at 
the same time, however, the opinions show that there is an acceptance of the local tradi-
tion, which ultimately eliminates the mythologizing aspect from it. avoiding this aspect 
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is difficult, as is evidenced by the responses quoted above, which are filled with various 
clichés, emotions, and convenient generalizations. a relatively unstructured description and 
an optimal understanding of the cultural landscape discussed require precise observations 
that focus on the details of the reality analyzed while it undergoes the processes of both 
continuation and change. these processes are the object of emotional attitudes, such as 
conflicts over the “authenticity” of the cultural content fostered and the form and range in 
which it is preserved and relayed. this cultural content is the subject of reflection from the 
very actors that are engaged in the regional cultural scene because the “regionalists” include 
not only relatively young supporters with a university education, but the older generation 
as well. many persons aspire to be a “judge of normality,” as michel Foucault (1998: 368) 
calls those that enforce the normative power. however, the differences in age, education, 
and experience also generate differences in each person’s attitude toward local heritage.

this fact is acknowledged by the young generation of regional activists themselves. 
they admit that they sometimes come across critical responses to particular elements of 
their regional dress, or to the script of a ritual scene played during a local festival, or the 
lines of a song: “there are people over eighty who come to spiskie zwyki . . . . sometimes, 
someone’s uncle or aunt comes, and says, ‘You’ve done very well, but i remember that it 
used to look [different],’” said a regional activist. this also concerns the situations that 
take place outside (in the literal sense of the word) the theatrical stage. on their way to 
church, girls wearing regional dresses were approached by elderly women, who pointed out 
deviations from the traditional dress, such as the girls’ calf boots, which according to the 
older “aunts” should instead be “celebratory heeled shoes.” although such remarks some-
times lead to corrections in the script or dress and an investigation into “what it should 
really be like,” they do not completely remove the discrepancy between the real past and 
the theatrical present.

to illustrate this, let me quote a remark from a senior member of the community, 
who invited me to visit a private regional museum he had established. he described the 
items on display: “there you can see a pair of regional trousers, which people used to wear 
here in niedzica in spisz. this is a man’s coat of the type people wore in our parts. and 
here are women’s shirts and a vest. but today, when i look at what people are wearing, it’s 
all been changed. it’s not like it used to be any more . . . . it’s all gone now.” at the same 
time, he admits that these changes that contradict the heritage especially concern, in this 
particular case, male dress. generally speaking, while he acknowledged the efforts on the 
part of the regional activists, he held the bitter opinion that “if things continue this way, 
then it’ll be almost as if people want the young generation to forget what it was like in the 
past on purpose.” another member of the same generation noted that the “regionalists” 
draw information from “books in which people are asked about things” as opposed to 
drawing information from what “is real.”

having reviewed the various attitudes that exist toward local heritage and related 
emotions, cultural competence, and historical knowledge, it is time to establish certain 
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generalizations that will allow for particular approximations in the understanding of the 
jánošík phenomenon in spisz. this “larger look” at the wider context of the regional, or 
even supra-regional culture, is necessary to notice more than the proverbial tip of the ice-
berg. the tip is made of—described here somewhat selectively—the titular jánošík statues 
displayed in the yards in niedzica, as well as the menagerie of mass-produced plastic or 
cement animals, occasionally complemented by shining and blinking Christmas decora-
tions, rustic attributes of past culture, and, finally, the artistic forms represented by regional 
folklore: music, dance, and ritual theatre. all of these cases involve a clear visual aspect, the 
rules of which enforce a combination of selectiveness, spectacularity, and, in more general 
terms, aesthetics. the yard part of this aesthetic locus is an everyday sight, which makes it 
gradually become common, as opposed to the cultural events and religious ceremonies in 
which the actions on stage, and especially regional dress, attain an uncommon and solemn 
rank. these ceremonies become a significant affirmation of local heritage, an expression 
of the participants’ and the audience’s connection with the region, and an incarnation of 
a regional identity, even if they simultaneously constitute a regional flagship event and a 
tourist attraction (Figure 5). 

interviews with the locals (i.e., the creator of the jánošík statues and his clients), 
as well as with the regional activists and “ordinary” residents, indicate that the regional 
cultural heritage of spisz—including its content, range, character, degree of continuity/
changeabilty, and, lastly, its role in shaping the contemporary image of the region and its 
residents—are viewed in a considerably varied manner. a particular role is played here by 
the jánošík statue, which is an intriguing figure that draws attention owing to its aesthet-
ics, iconography, and sculpting technique. it is terrifying and grotesque; however, at the 
same time, its solemn appearance makes it an ambivalent and challenging character that 
introduces an element of anxiety. according to hatcher, anxiety is characteristic of art 
that performs the function of gauging different social tensions. the goal of art, after all, 
is to maintain an equilibrium between what is unitary (emotions), social (structure), and 
cultural (symbols) using forms that constitute, in essence, collective representations; and 
it is thus that art can display relatively permanent artistic values. a new form appears only 
when the equilibrium is disturbed. examples of this phenomenon can easily be found in 
various acknowledged avant-garde movements, including the titular case of artistic crea-
tion (hatcher 1986: 163–164). this state of disturbed equilibrium is frequently referred 
to as a crisis. there is ample evidence that such a crisis, as a logical consequence of changes 
in the contemporary cultural dynamic, can be found in the opinions on the different 
subjects quoted above; these are opinions that are undeniably diverse and are sometimes 
even contradictory.

tensions can be observed (or perhaps, heard) in the aforementioned responses. in 
fact, the responses can be generally divided in a manner that, to some extent, reflects 
the social divisions in terms of a given group’s attitude toward the regional heritage. the 
first group of participants in the local (not necessarily explicit) cultural debate comprises 
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the “regionalists,” or the small circle of guardians and lawgivers, who have built up their 
authority based on their social capital (primarily their education) and their passion for 
the local culture. Following ryszard tomicki, the group’s attitude can be considered 
prospective traditionalism, which restores and standardizes cultural heritage and uses the 
(implicit) notion of describing the present from a future perspective: “We can’t go back, 
so we just want to take from our ancestors, from our great-grandfathers, what has been 
developed; we want to take the things that are beautiful and that we like, and, in truth, 
respect.” the second group is also small and comprises the guardians and witnesses; that 
is, the eldest representatives of the community, whose knowledge of heritage comes from 
their own memory. their attitude can be associated with secondary traditionalism, which 
manifests itself as resistance against new forms and as descriptions of the present from a 
past perspective. Finally, there is a third group comprising the greatest number of local 
inhabitants, which may be called the “indifferent” group. its members follow the “i have 
nothing to do with it” maxim. although its members participate in fairly large numbers 
in the regional cultural events, they do so only on special occasions, in harmony with the 
annual cycle that is established by the local authorities.

the representatives of the first two forms, or of traditionalism, constitute a minority 
within the community analyzed. however, can the fairly silent and indifferent majority 
be ascribed to any model or category under the object-based understanding of tradition? 
tomicki’s model also takes into account what is referred to as integral tradition (tomicki 
1981: 362); albeit in his case the term was used to describe a historical rural community 

Figure 5: spiskie zwyki folklore festival, 2014. photo: j. barański.
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(from the end of the nineteenth century and beginning of the twentieth century), which 
makes the subjects less analogous. however, if the term were devoid of its function of 
hypostasizing a particular historical case of a local culture, then this integrity could be 
understood more broadly as the freedom from problems, familiarity, normality, immanence, 
or even the naturalness of the attitude not only toward one’s own narrowly defined and 
somewhat artificially distinguished heritage, but toward any cultural concretions at all. such 
an integral tradition is an unrestricted, unforced, reflectionless, grassroots, and dynamic 
attitude—devoid of the ideological component, although not free from axiology—towards 
different coexisting content. in this way, an old horse cart may find a common denominator 
with a yard sculpture inspired by a local legend (the jánošík sculpture), a plasma television 
set (because television sets have been in use in polish villages for decades), and plastic rams 
(after all, they are a “variety” of the real ones).

in fact, the owners of the jánošík statues, who frequently praise burkat’s art, are almost 
exclusively representatives of the third group described above, which can be considered 
part of the integral tradition. these peculiar wood sculptures cannot be found in the yards 
or the houses of the two groups of guardians; they are not found among those that only 
follow the aestheticized layer of the local culture, nor are they found among those that are 
accustomed to everything that passes. both groups openly disapprove of this local “kitsch,” 
which they find to be more of a defacing of the aesthetic landscape than a decoration, an 
obstacle rather than an aid, and a reason for shame rather than for pride. it seems, however, 
that the intriguing form and style of the sculptures in combination with the mythologizing 
content they relay make them (on a local scale) a unique case of an artistic provocation 
that is inextricably linked to a different form of collective awareness. this provocation is 
a response to several conflicting qualities: history and legend, regional and supra-regional 
awareness, polish-ness and spisz-ness, sanctity and commerce, and folklore and pop culture. 
it is also notable that the local population approves of burkat’s art, which is manifested in 
the fact that the residents buy his jánošík statues and display them with great solemnity, 
mainly in the form of yard art. placing an art piece in such a position has always been, 
according to a view shared by various experts (e.g., olęcki 1970; grabowski 1976), a sign 
of the authenticity of folk art, which sprouts directly from its local roots. perhaps burkat’s 
art is a contemporary example of spontaneous inspiration that is shared within the environ-
ment of its artistic inspiration, or an example of folk culture returning in its former shape, 
especially because its proponents are not the influential representatives (the guardians), but 
are instead “run-of-the-mill people.”

regardless of whether this thesis is justified or not, understanding the function of the 
art analyzed requires referencing non-artistic and non-aesthetic correlates, within which the 
meaning attains a systemic character that is encoded in multiple manners; in other words, 
one must reference the entire cultural sphere, as jan białostocki (1980) put it. the archetype 
(the cultural hero) is an element of a certain microcosm that binds the imagination of both 
the artist and the recipient, through what maquet (1986: 158) calls spiritual communion, and 
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what jack hobbs (1975: 179) calls the personality of a society; that is, the hero embodies the 
social ideals. all of this forms a particular “us,” or an objectified outline. “here, [the artist] 
has revealed something about spisz, something about its atmosphere. he shows something 
about the region,” as the owner of “jánošík the little highlander” commented. it is now 
clear that this “something” confirms the syncretism of the iconography that makes up its 
character. in the social dimension and in the context of the respondents’ statements, this 
correlates with a feeling of standing at a crossroads, with feelings of uncertainty about the 
future cultural path. nonetheless, this fact does not prevent the mythologizing process from 
being present, in which the iconic representative of a cultural hero embodies the particular 
local social ideals, which are vibrant and are desired.

the jánošík statues seem to function as ideograms, as a common ancestor and a 
particular totem that supports group identification. at the same time, they are elements 
of the community’s genius loci. perhaps the terminological network of the “mask” and 
“magic” mentioned in passing at the beginning of this analysis adequately reflects the 
reality studied. after all, a mask is a peculiar object, which is displayed outside and some-
times inside a household, whose ideological message extends beyond the household and its 
residents, and seemingly encompasses a vast cultural area. magic constitutes the actions 
and narrations that inseparably accompany the mask. in various proportions, these actions 
and narrations may be manifested in the standardized local culture, which is installed in 
independent regional museums and represented by regional artistic groups. however, they 
can also be manifested in declarations such as “We mostly go for novelty.” this entire 
complex of cultural narration forms a particular nascent ethos that, as geerz (2005: 111) 
would put it, represents a social group. it then becomes a venue for the spontaneous policy 
of intra- and intercultural differences, and the various elements that make up the group’s 
identity undergo the processes of fading and adaptation, continuation and change, and 
strengthening and weakening.

these conclusions leave no room for doubt that the jánošík statues are more than 
simply a conscious expression of particular aesthetic beliefs. at a deep level—the level of 
mass unawareness, so to speak—they occupy the very center of an intense identity-building 
process that is taking place. they are also a manifestation of the recurring question (espe-
cially in the age of dynamic cultural changes) and more general question: “Who am i: a 
pole, a spisz resident, a highlander, or perhaps a slovak?” From a more detailed perspective, 
the answer to this (not necessarily explicit) question predominantly takes the form of the 
particular cultural practices, and constitutes evidence of the ambiguousness and growing 
role of hybridization in the regional identity, which is becoming a node comprising multiple 
elements. hybridization of this identity is accompanied by a process through which the local 
heritage becomes the subject of reflection, discourse (lubaś 2008: 42), various adaptations, 
or even disputes over its value. in this case of practiced auto-ethnography, a stereotype of 
a highlander culture is what is perhaps ultimately created; that is, a generalized image of 
what being a highlander entails. nonetheless, this image continues to return to its place of 
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origin (albeit in a slightly altered form): for instance, the muscular character from the beer 
advertisement or the mythical representations of highlanders in the minds of tourists visit-
ing the area. thus, through the culture of tourism, the emblems of the local culture, which 
are frequently recoded and included in a wider, supra-regional movement, reinforce that 
local culture, making it the object of thematization, musealization, and commodification.

Certain divisions can be made within the range of the aforementioned complex 
and multidimensional tendencies. namely, the regional culture in its traditional aspect, 
represented by the guardian-lawmakers and the guardian-witnesses, has a tendency to be 
solidified in the form of a particular, finite set of themes, motifs, and styles. these are 
frequently manifested emblematically as folklore-based ornaments (krajewski 2005: 85), 
which become further immobilized in a particular model as an essentialized (lubaś 2008: 
42) and reproducible form, and which sometimes also become a market commodity. this 
type of regional culture may be termed relatively closed. in turn, the regional culture in 
terms of its integral aspect—the culture that combines the jánošík statues, nostalgic traces 
of the bygone culture, and attributes of modernity—appears (in contrast to the previous 
type of regional culture) to be relatively open, with an additional, noticeable tendency for 
the supra-regional merging and adaptation of content from other cultures. in the latter 
case, one also encounters a tendency to abandon the idealized local forms and content of 
regional culture in favor of a more general form of highlander culture that encompasses a 
number of regions and is represented by, among other things, the titular character. both 
cases form unique sub-worlds, which, despite their differences in attitude toward the 
cultural heritage, share some of the content, especially the local dialect, which is still very 
much alive. among the elements of cultural difference understood in this way is the return 
to the identity stage of an archaic cultural hero that, by force of the supra-regional sensus 
communis, fills a certain vacuum in the regional identity.

the last conclusion does not aim to make the jánošík statue a clear sign of the local 
community, nor is it a cultural panacea for the shortcomings of the local culture, which 
has difficulties with combining the old and the new. this is because cultural change una-
voidably leads to the breaking, shifting, and disappearance of historical content, which is 
replaced with adapted or alien content. the spectacular case described above, of restoring 
the hero myth in the form of a peculiar wooden sculpture, is (as should once again be 
underlined) merely an external symptom of particular tectonic movements in a collective 
identity. at the same time, the sculptures express the need for unambiguity, permanence, 
and cultural certitude. barbara szacka puts it well when discussing the relationship of the 
past, memory, and myth: “historical characters and events lose their ambiguity and are 
transformed into one-dimensional symbols of values that are important for the life of a 
group; and the matter-of-fact accounts of these characters and their values are replaced with 
emotional tales” (2006: 24). jánošík, who is otherwise a completely historical character, 
functions within the culture nearly exclusively as a mythological hero, who transcends 
even the national ethos and is part of a local group’s wider ethnological image (appadurai 
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2005). although the myth of jánošík has lost its character of a linear spoken or written 
narration, it still finds expression in the seemingly banal iconography of his image from 
the realm of yard art, which is actually rich in content and meaning.
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amaterska umetnost in sodobna regionalna identiteta  
primer poljskega spisza  

V razpravi avtor obravnava vlogo amaterske umetnosti lokalnega kiparja Stanisława Burkata 
med transformacijo regionalne identitete prebivalcev poljske pokrajine Spisz (slovaško: Spiš). 
Njegove skulpture narodnega junaka Janošika učinkujejo kot ideogrami, kot znak skupnega 
prednika ali totem. So elementi genius loci v skupnosti. Obenem ti kipi niso le zavesten izraz 
posebnih estetskih prepričanj, temveč na globoki ravni množičnega nezavedanja pričajo o 
intenzivnem procesu vzpostavljanja identitete in hkrati manifestacijo nenehnega spraševanja: 
"Kdo sem jaz? Ali sem kot prebivalec Spisza Poljak ali Slovak."

Umetnost Janošikovih kipov tako v sebi združuje nostalgične sledi pretekle kulture in 
značilnosti modernosti, ki je v nasprotju s preteklo regionalno kulturo relativno odprta, s težnjo 
po nadregionalnem združevanju in prilagajanju vsebin iz drugih kultur. V slednjem primeru 
je značilna težnja po opustitvi idealiziranih lokalnih oblik in vsebin; hkrati je pomemben 
poudarek na bolj splošnih oblikah visokogorske kulture, tipične za več pokrajin. Ti primeri 
kažejo na edinstvene svetove, ki si kljub razlikam v njihovem odnosu do kulturne dediščine, 
delijo številne elemente, še posebej zelo živo lokalno narečje.

Janošikov kip kljub temu ni docela razviden in prepoznaven znak lokalne skupnosti, 
prav tako pa tudi ne pomeni rešitve za težave kulture, ki bi rada združevala staro in novo. 
Upodavljanje junaka in obnavljanje junakovega mita v obliki značilnih lesenih skulptur je v 
veliki meri zunanji simptom tektonskih premikov v občutenju kolektivne identitete; a hkrati 
prav ti kipi izražajo potrebo po nedvoumnosti, trajnosti in gotovosti.

dr. janusz barański, jagiellonian university, institute of 
ethnology and Cultural anthropology, krakow, poland, 
j.baranski@iphils.uj.edu.pl
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